Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that predominantly leads to motor impairments as it progresses, and some patients also develop non-motor symptoms that reflect a decline in cognition \[[@b1-jmd-17061]\]. Recently, the state of brain networks at rest has been the subject of numerous studies, and it seems to have significant implications in the study of brain disorders, including PD \[[@b2-jmd-17061]-[@b4-jmd-17061]\]. The important concept of functional connectivity between certain brain regions gives rise to the formation of resting state networks \[[@b5-jmd-17061],[@b6-jmd-17061]\]. There are several resting state networks in the brain corresponding to different sets of functionally connected brain regions that have been the subject of studies centered on brain disorders \[[@b7-jmd-17061],[@b8-jmd-17061]\]. The most fundamental network that has been commonly identified is the default mode network (DMN), which comprises the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and the medial temporal and lateral parietal lobes \[[@b2-jmd-17061],[@b7-jmd-17061]\]. Regarding PD, most studies have examined the changes in the resting functional connectivity of the motor network in relation to the commonly associated motor deficits \[[@b9-jmd-17061]-[@b11-jmd-17061]\] but recently researchers have also investigated functional connectivity changes related to non-motor function \[[@b4-jmd-17061]\]. To have a more comprehensive perspective, the present study aims to investigate functional connectivity alterations across the entire brain of PD patients from both a local and global point of view using a novel persistent homology analysis. In functional connectivity studies, it is important to know that network characteristics change depending on where the correlation is thresholded \[[@b12-jmd-17061],[@b13-jmd-17061]\]. At each threshold value, there may be different correlations and connectivity observed, and this is a fact that is commonly ignored in conventional methods, which are based on a fixed threshold value \[[@b14-jmd-17061],[@b15-jmd-17061]\]. It will be substantially more informative to use all networks for every possible threshold. Based on this idea, researchers have come up with novel multiscale network modeling that traces network changes over different threshold values. The idea takes advantage of the persistent homology concept and identifies the persistent topological features over changing scales \[[@b14-jmd-17061]\]. The present study aimed to employ this novel approach to resting state fMRI datasets to provide a more comprehensive perspective of brain network changes in PD patients compared to normal control (NC).

MATERIALS & METHODS
===================

Patients with PD were recruited from the Department of Neurology at Asan Medical Center in Seoul, Korea between March 2010 and June 2012. The diagnosis of PD was made based on the United Kingdom Parkinson's Disease Society Brain Bank clinical diagnostic criteria \[[@b16-jmd-17061]\], and the mean disease duration of all the PD patients was 4.0 (± 4.1) years. Every participant underwent MRI scans, clinical interviews, and neurological examinations, including the Movement Disorder Society-sponsored revision of the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS). The MDS-UPDRS and fMRI data were obtained during the practically off period. Age-matched NC are also recruited from the Department of Neurology at Samsung Medical Center in Seoul, Korea. They consisted of individuals who had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders and no cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and ischemic heart disease, and who exhibited normal performances on neuropsychological tests.

To analyze the effects of PD on the resting state networks of the brain, resting state fMRI datasets of 60 PD patients and 60 matched normal subjects were included. The PD subjects were aged 62.3 years on average and included 20 males and 40 females, with an average Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) of 25.2. The NC data included 14 male subjects and 46 female subjects aged 63.2 years on average, with an MMSE score of 28.8 on average. The resting state fMRI data were acquired using a 3 Tesla MRI system at the Asan Medical Center and Samsung Medical Center, Seoul, Korea for the PD patients and NC, respectively, using identical system specifications and protocols. The datasets included 100 volumes of resting state fMRI data with a repetition time of 3 seconds and echo time of 35 milliseconds, along with matching structural T1-weighted images with a repetition time of 1.114 seconds and an echo time of 10 milliseconds. The data were acquired while the patients were resting quietly but in a wakeful state with their eyes closed. This study was approved by Institutional Review Boards of both medical centers, and all the subjects gave written informed consent in advance (SMC 2006-03-011-001, AMC 2010-0138).

Data analysis
-------------

To estimate the spatiotemporal characteristics of the resting state fMRI data, the conventional seed-based correlation analysis \[[@b17-jmd-17061],[@b18-jmd-17061]\] was initially applied using the Conn connectivity toolbox \[[@b19-jmd-17061]\]. running on MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). As a primary step, the fMRI data were preprocessed using the SPM8 toolbox (Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, UCL, London, UK) as reported previouly \[[@b20-jmd-17061]\]. Band-pass filtering was also applied through the Conn toolbox with a frequency window of 0.008 to 0.09 Hz. The seed-based correlation analysis was then implemented on the preprocessed data using the general linear model. Consequently, the PCC (x, y, z: -6, -52, 40 mm), mPFC (x, y, z: -1, 49, -5 mm), and the medial temporal and lateral parietal lobes as the other major contributing areas of the DMN, were selected as regions of interests (ROIs) \[[@b1-jmd-17061],[@b17-jmd-17061]\]. The resulting correlation maps were averaged across all subjects of each group. All the DMN maps were thresholded at *p* \< 0.001, the false-discovery rate (FDR) correction was applied for multiple comparisons correction, and the results were visualized on the common MNI brain template. To identify any statistically significant differences between the PD and NC groups, a two-sample *t*-test was implemented for each of the group averaged PCC and mPFC functional connectivity maps across the PD and NC subjects. The highlighted regions referred to the difference in the functional connectivity of the DMN regions between the two groups with the connectivity of the PD group being subtracted from that of the NC. Furthermore, a connectome ring was obtained from the functional connectivity of the PCC and the mPFC, with 100 selected regions from all over the brain, including the DMN nodes, using the ROI-to-ROI results explorer of the Conn toolbox with a threshold value of 0.05 \[[@b20-jmd-17061]\], FDR-corrected at the seed level.

The second part of this study aimed to investigate functional connectivity changes in PD from a broader perspective using the persistent homology analysis, which, as opposed to the seed-based analysis, does not require a fixed threshold value. The persistent homology analysis is a multiscale network modeling approach that traces whole brain network changes over different threshold values. If there are *p* ROI selected in the brain, each region can represent a node in the network, and these nodes are a certain functional distance away from each other. This distance is defined in terms of the correlation between the nodes, such that the higher the pairwise correlation is, the shorter the distance is between them. To form a functional network, the nodes must be connected with edges, conditional on the fact that the distance between them is less than or equal to a certain threshold value ε \[[@b14-jmd-17061]\]. This implies that, after the definition of network nodes, the association between pairs of nodes is estimated based on a certain threshold that will allow them to get connected if the correlation between them is at a certain level. Any subset of the set of measurements at each node can determine a so-called n-simplex, with the elements of the set representing the vertices of the simplex. Any set of such simplices is known as a simplicial family \[[@b14-jmd-17061]\]. Homology groups provide information about the properties of chains that are formed from simplices. A k-chain is defined as a linear combination of k-dimensional simplices. Thus, if k is zero, there is a sum of 0-simplices, which are the nodes or vertices of the graph, and similarly with k = 1, we would have a summation of 1-simplices, or edges and so on. A single k-chain can be mathematically explained as the following:
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where α~i~ is an integer coefficient, σ~i~^k^ are the k-simplices and *n~k~* is the number of k-simplices in the complex and a summation of all k-chains together, forms a group. What persistent homology is trying to do is to encode networks into simplicial complexes and then examine the network topological features which are persistent over a sequence of simplicial complexes of different sizes \[[@b21-jmd-17061],[@b22-jmd-17061]\]. This sequence reflects the changes of the network as nodes connect together. A Rips complex is also a simplicial complex whose k-simplexes correspond to (k + 1) points which are pairwise within distance ε. By changing the threshold value, a sequence of networks is formed, each corresponding to a specific threshold, with the following relationship between them: as ε increases the subsequent Rips complexes will be bigger than all the previous ones. Thus, a nested sequence of Rips complexes is formed, each being a subset of the next on. This nested sequence of Rips complexes is called Rips Filtration, corresponding to the multiscale networks. As the filtration value changes, the subsets of connected nodes as well as the number of connected components of the network change, which implies that the topological characteristic of Rips complexes will change. These changes are visualized using a barcode diagram. A barcode plots the changes in the topological features of the network over different filtration values \[[@b14-jmd-17061],[@b23-jmd-17061]\]. The topological features are the 0^th^ Betti number (β~0~) which counts the number of connected components in the network. Therefore, the barcode plots the number of connected components versus different filtration values and it is a decreasing function that illustrates the pattern of connected components merging to form a bigger component. It reflects the basic aim of persistent homology which is to measure life-time of certain topological properties of the network over a certain filtration range \[[@b24-jmd-17061]\]. However, the barcode does not have any information about where the changes occur, and it does not provide any geometric information of node positions. If the information about node position (index) is also incorporated to the barcode, a dendrogram will be obtained.14,25 If the bars in barcode are rearranged and connected according to node indexing and Rips filtration, then a single linkage dendrogram (SLD) is obtained \[[@b14-jmd-17061],[@b25-jmd-17061]\]. Barcode provides information about the global topological characteristics when the components merge together, while the SLD reflects the local network characteristics of what subnetworks are clustered together \[[@b14-jmd-17061]\].

The implementation of the persistent homology analysis was done through MATLAB. As the initial step, 90 ROIs were selected from Automated Anatomical Labeling template, excluding the cerebellum \[[@b23-jmd-17061]\], and the individual voxel time series signals were extracted and averaged across each region for each subject. The correlation coefficient among them was calculated by Pearson's correlation coefficient \[[@b20-jmd-17061],[@b26-jmd-17061]\], and the resulting correlation matrices were then averaged across each group. Then, the persistent homology analysis was carried out by first calculating the functional distance using the correlation matrices obtained. Based on that, the minimum spanning trees \[[@b27-jmd-17061]\] were estimated, giving rise to the barcodes that displayed the topological changes over the filtration values for the PD and NC groups. After obtaining this parameter, the barcodes for each group were superimposed onto one graph, and conclusions were drawn based on the observations of the shapes and slopes \[[@b28-jmd-17061],[@b29-jmd-17061]\]. Using the obtained barcodes, dendrograms were also produced to represent all subclusters that eventually constituted one giant network. The lines were color-coded based on the distance from the giant component. For visualization purposes, the correlations between the 90 ROIs were also displayed on a 3D human glass brain at three selected filtration values representing the transitions of the barcode slope. The nodes of the network were represented as spheres and the pairwise correlations as edges, which were color-coded based on the strength of the nodal measurement and the connection.

RESULTS
=======

In the first part of this study, the functional connectivity maps of the DMN were investigated for possible network alterations caused by PD. The PCC and the mPFC, as well as the medial temporal and lateral parietal lobes, were selected as the ROI, with the PCC ([Figure 1](#f1-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"} left column) and mPFC ([Figure 1](#f1-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"} right column) as the seed regions. With the PCC as a seed, there existed a considerable difference in the functional connectivity between the two groups, with PD having a lower connectivity. Similar decreased patterns were also observed when placing the seed at the mPFC, which is an important constituent component of the DMN. The third row of [Figure 1](#f1-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"} displays the difference maps across the two groups for both the PCC seed maps and the mPFC seed maps. The highlighted regions refer to the difference in the functional connectivity of the DMN regions between the two groups, with the connectivity of the PD group being subtracted from that of the NC ([Figure 1](#f1-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"} 3rd row). Thus, also from a statistical viewpoint, the functional connectivity of the DMN was lower in PD.

Furthermore, the connectivity of the PCC and the mPFC were also evaluated with other selected regions from all over the brain using the ROI-to-ROI results explorer of the Conn toolbox, with a threshold value of 0.05 ([Figure 2](#f2-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}). The PCC connectome ring demonstrated that in the case of PD, the PCC was less connected to the rest of the brain, and certain connections were missing when compared to the NC. Some of the significant areas that were missing in the PD connectome ring included area 38 across the temporal cortex, area 46 of the frontal cortex and area 3 of the lateral parietal lobe ([Figure 2A](#f2-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}). The mPFC connectome ring also depicted a considerable number of functional connections that were missing in the PD group compared to the NC group. These regions included the inferior parietal lobe, anterior and posterior superior temporal gyrus, cingulate gyrus, visual areas 17, 18, 19, and 22, motor and somatosensory areas 3, 4, 5, and 6, visuomotor area 7, auditory areas 41 and 42, and inferior frontal gyrus area 45 ([Figure 2B](#f2-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}).

For the second part of this study, the persistent homology analysis was performed to examine the topological characteristics of the networks from a broader perspective. Ninety ROIs were selected, and the number of connected components among these regions on a range of filtration values was placed under consideration. The resulting barcode diagrams and 3D-visualized connectivity maps are illustrated in [Figure 3](#f3-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}. This figure depicts the pattern of how smaller components connect and merge across the filtration values until they form one giant component. In this figure, the blue curve, corresponding to the PD group, demonstrates a slower slope and a longer tail at the end than the green curve, which belongs to the NC, indicating that PD formed a giant component at a later stage.

Furthermore, a dendrogram was also obtained after including the geometrical information of where the change represented in the barcode was occurring ([Figure 4](#f4-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}). The coloring of the lines is related to the distance from the giant component, which was obtained at the end of the barcode where the whole network is globally connected. Compared to the NC ([Figure 4A](#f4-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}), it was observed that the nodal connections were colored more in dark blue, indicating a wider span of filtration values in PD ([Figure 4B](#f4-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the network became one giant component at larger filtration values as displayed by the shades of red at the far right of the graph.

DISCUSSION
==========

In the first part of this study, a functional connectivity analysis was performed to evaluate the DMN connectivity in PD compared to NC. As shown in [Figure 1](#f1-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}, there was a considerable change in the connectivity of the DMN in PD. The PD group showed lower functional connectivity than the NC did among the DMN regions. Both the PCC and the mPFC, two fundamental components of the DMN, demonstrated reduced functional connectivity with DMN constituents, including their pairwise connectivity. This result was in line with previous reports \[[@b11-jmd-17061],[@b30-jmd-17061]\]; however, it is not clear why the DMN connectivity is impaired in PD. One study observed the restoration of the DMN after levodopa administration and postulated that the dopaminergic system modulates the DMN in Parkinson's disease \[[@b31-jmd-17061]\]. Indeed, the change can be attributed to the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra, which is connected to the mPFC via the striatum. Thus, the impact of PD progression can indirectly cause certain functional disconnections in this circuit and may cause a possible impairment in the activity of the frontal regions of the brain \[[@b32-jmd-17061]\]. Considering the fact that the mPFC is a major part of the DMN, it has been claimed that the impaired connectivity of the mPFC with the striatum may influence the integrity of the DMN and the strength of functional connections between the mPFC and the other DMN regions. Looking at it from a broader perspective, the connectivity of the PCC was further examined with 100 ROI from all over the brain, including the DMN regions, using the ROI-to-ROI explorer ([Figure 2](#f2-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}). In the NC group, the PCC seemed to be more uniformly and globally connected with other regions of the brain ([Figure 2B](#f2-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}), whereas in the PD group, the PCC was connected in a more clustered fashion, and it seemed that certain connections were missing between identical brain regions as selected in the NC analysis ([Figure 2A](#f2-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}). Across the temporal cortex, the temporopolar area, area 38 was among the areas missing its connection in PD at the selected threshold value. Studies have shown that this region is also heavily involved in other neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease, temporal lobe epilepsy, and schizophrenia \[[@b33-jmd-17061]\]. Across the frontal cortex, area 46 was also disconnected in the PD group at the selected threshold value. This area roughly corresponds to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) that is thought to be involved in cognitive control of motor behavior through topdown modulations of information processing as a result of motor tasks involving, for instance, the premotor and posterior parietal associative cortices \[[@b34-jmd-17061]\]. It also plays a central role in a variety of cognitive tasks, including working memory and attention \[[@b35-jmd-17061]\]. Regarding resting-state networks, the DLPFC is a prominent node of both the central executive network \[[@b36-jmd-17061],[@b37-jmd-17061]\] and the dorsal attention network \[[@b38-jmd-17061],[@b39-jmd-17061]\], which have also been reported to be affected in PD, especially with cognitive impairments \[[@b40-jmd-17061]\]. Moreover, the functional connectivity with area 3 was missing in the PD group, which might have been related to the motor deficits associated with the disease. Located in the postcentral gyrus of the lateral parietal lobe, this region corresponds to the primary somatosensory cortex and receives extensive thalamocortical projections from sensory input fields \[[@b41-jmd-17061]\]. The connectome ring of the mPFC also demonstrated missing functional connections with several brain areas across the entire brain in PD ([Figure 2B](#f2-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}). Motor and somatosensory areas 3, 4, 5, and 6 were among the missing regions in the mPFC connectome ring, which could have possibly explained the motor and somatosensory deficits associated with PD. The loss of connections with the primary (17), secondary (18), and associative (19) visual areas may be related to the visual hallucinations that develop in some PD patients. These hallucinations are known to be more common at an advanced stage and are heavily associated with cognitive impairments \[[@b42-jmd-17061],[@b43-jmd-17061]\]. These areas have been commonly included in studies examining visual hallucinations in PD patients \[[@b44-jmd-17061],[@b45-jmd-17061]\]. One study compared PD patients with visual hallucinations and reported a consistent reduction in the gray matter volume of the occipitoparietal areas, which are related to visual functions \[[@b46-jmd-17061]\]. Overall, these results may provide indications of possible damage to the functional connectivity with other brain areas, apart from the DMN constituents, that can be related to a series of symptoms that develop over the course of PD. It should be noted that these results were all observed at a fixed selected threshold value.

We applied persistent homology to obtain a more comprehensive overview of the network connections and their topology over a range of filtration values. It is obvious that the connections, as well as their strengths, change depending on what threshold value one chooses. Persistent homology allows us to see the changes in connectivity along with the threshold changes. As shown in [Figure 3](#f3-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}, the PD group had a slower slope and reaches zero in a slower fashion than the NC did. The slope also had a longer tail at the end, meaning that it reached the state of one giant connected component at bigger filtration values than the NC. For example, if we took the number of connected components at a filtration value of 0.3, in the case of PD group, there were more than 50 connected components at this filtration value, while in the case of normal group, there were less than 20 connected components formed. This implied that, in the case of PD, the network is connected in a more clustered and local fashion than the NC. Furthermore, as shown in [Figure 4](#f4-jmd-17061){ref-type="fig"}, a dendrogram was also produced based on the barcode results with the additional geometrical information of node positions. The colors represent the distance from the giant component \[[@b14-jmd-17061],[@b25-jmd-17061]\]. In the case of PD, as shown in (b), the connections of the nodes are colored in blue for larger filtration values, implying a larger number of locally connected clusters; then, the components start globally connecting and becoming a giant component at larger filtration values, as represented in red. On the other hand, the dendrogram for the NC group, as displayed in (a), shows a lesser proportion of shades of blue and a faster transition to shades of red, implying that the network is less locally connected and more globally connected; it reaches the one giant connected component at lower filtration values. These results indicated that the network in PD has local over-connectivity and global underconnectivity, which can imply a deficit in the global integrity of the large-scale networks that can affect information processing and neural communication across the entire cortex. Such a deficiency can be associated with functional deficits that arise in the course of PD, and the persistent homology was able to reveal these hidden network topologies through changing filtration values. This finding may be able to explain why deep brain stimulation of the subthalamus, which is based on a local perspective of PD pathogenesis, does not have an effect on all the signs and symptoms of the disease \[[@b47-jmd-17061]\].

Overall, by applying seed-based analysis and persistent homology, this study showed that the PD patients had more locally connected networks than the normal group did; this goes beyond the scope of a single network. This indicates that PD is not a disease that only involves limited areas or circuits of the brain. It impacts the functional organization of the entire brain, resulting in decreased connectivity of resting state networks, including the DMN. This study had certain limitations that need to be considered for future work. As indicated by the MMSE records, it appeared that the PD patients of this study had a lower score compared to the NC, indicating that some patients in this group might have developed cognitive impairment, even though the MMSE score by itself is not sufficient to rule out any cognitive impairment. Several studies have demonstrated that cognitive impairments that develop in brain disorders have a considerable impact on the functional connectivity of the DMN \[[@b48-jmd-17061],[@b49-jmd-17061]\]. Consequently, the results of the present study may not clarify whether the network changes are from pure PD pathologies or PD with cognitive impairments. The second limitation of this study is the possibility of the effects of dopaminergic drugs on functional connectivity. Even though the UPDRS and fMRI data were all acquired during the practical off-medication period, there remains the chance that the effects may persist due to the long duration response of the dopamine replacement therapy. Further studies are needed to evaluate the longitudinal changes of the networks, in addition to changes in the networks followed by medication \[[@b50-jmd-17061]\] or other treatment methods, such as deep brain stimulation \[[@b51-jmd-17061]\].
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![Functional connectivity of the DMN with the PCC (left) and mPFC (right) as the seed regions in the NC (first row), PD group (second row), and the difference between them (third row). PCC: posterior cingulate cortex, mPFC: medial prefrontal cortex, NC: normal control, PD: Parkinson's disease, DMN: default mode network.](jmd-17061f1){#f1-jmd-17061}

![Connectome rings of the PCC (A and B) and mPFC (C and D) with the rest of the brain in the PD (A and C) and NC (B and D) groups. PD: Parkinson's disease, NC: normal control, PCC: posterior cingulate cortex, mPFC: medial prefrontal cortex.](jmd-17061f2){#f2-jmd-17061}

![Barcode diagram and the brain connectivity visualization at filtrations values 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 for the NC (green curve) and PD (blue curve) groups. The vertical axis represents the number of connected components (0^th^ Betti number), while the horizontal axis corresponds to the filtration values. The 3D brain visualization represents the ROIs as spherical nodes and their pairwise connections as edges to represent added connection with changing filtration values; color-coded based on the connection strength. NC: normal control, PD: Parkinson's disease, ROI: regions of interest.](jmd-17061f3){#f3-jmd-17061}

![Dendrogram for the NC (A) and PD group (B) based on the barcode diagram. The vertical axis represents the node index over the 90 regions of interest, and the horizontal axis represents the filtration values. The coloring of the lines is based on the distance from the giant component. NC: normal control, PD: Parkinson's disease.](jmd-17061f4){#f4-jmd-17061}
